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The propagation of fast electron currents in near solid-density media was investigated via proton
probing. Fast currents were generated inside dielectric foams via irradiation with a short (∼0.6 ps) laser
pulse focused at relativistic intensities (Iλ2 ∼ 4 × 1019 Wcm−2 μm2). Proton probing provided a spatially
and temporally resolved characterization of the evolution of the electromagnetic fields and of the associated
net currents directly inside the target. The progressive growth of beam filamentation was temporally
resolved and information on the divergence of the fast electron beam was obtained. Hybrid simulations of
electron propagation in dense media indicate that resistive effects provide a major contribution to field
generation and explain well the topology, magnitude, and temporal growth of the fields observed in the
experiment. Estimations of the growth rates for different types of instabilities pinpoints the resistive
instability as the most likely dominant mechanism of beam filamentation.
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The propagation of laser-generated fast electron currents
in dense plasmas is a fundamental topic in laser-plasma
investigations and is of crucial interest for a number of
applications, including the fast ignition (FI) approach to
inertial confinement fusion (ICF) (see Refs. [1,2] and
references therein) and the generation of secondary radi-
ation or particle beams, e.g., x- and γ-ray radiation [3–6] or
positron [7–9] and ion beams [10–12]. The extreme current
densities involved in intense laser-plasma interactions mean
that fast electron transport cannot be merely reduced to
ballistic propagation with collisional effects [13–16]. It is
now widely accepted that self-consistently generated
electromagnetic fields play a critical role, leading to electric
inhibition [17–22] or magnetic pinching and filamentation
[23–27], amongst other effects [28–31]. The growth of
these fields can be highly dependent on the background
resistivity [13–16], which means that a reliable modeling
of the electrical properties of the propagation medium is
required. Although a number of different theoretical and
computational approaches can be found in the literature
[32–43], experimental testing of these models is difficult
and is open to questions of interpretation and analysis.

Experimental investigations typically rely on measure-
ments of Kα emission from high-Z targets [30,31] or
buried layers [17–21], on (somewhat qualitative) optical
probing through transparent media [22–25], on the
spatial and/or spectral characterization of the fraction of
electrons that escape the target [26,27], or on measurements
of radiation emission at the target-vacuum interface
[22,27–29]. While these techniques provide valuable data,
more direct information would be obtained if one could
map and temporally resolve the evolution of the self-
generated electromagnetic fields and related currents inside
the target.
In this Letter we present the results of such an inves-

tigation effort. In the experiment fast electron currents
were generated inside dielectric foams via intense and
short-pulse laser irradiation. The electromagnetic fields
accompanying fast electron propagation were spatially
and temporally characterized directly inside the near
solid-density and optically opaque target by using a
laser-accelerated proton beam as a charged particle probe
[44–55]. The distribution of the fields, and of the associated
net currents, was quantitatively reconstructed via direct
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deconvolution of the experimental proton images [47–52]
and via comparison with particle tracing simulations
[53–55]. Notably the growth of a filamentation instability
was temporally resolved and information on the electron
beam divergence was obtained for our experimental con-
ditions. Three-dimensional (3D) hybrid simulations of
electron propagation in dense media [41–43], carried out
over spatial and temporal scales comparable to the exper-
imental ones, suggest that resistive effects provide a major
contribution to field generation. Comparison of the exper-
imentally measured filamentation growth rates with ana-
lytical estimations for different instabilities identifies the
resistive instability as the most likely dominant mechanism
of beam filamentation.
The experimentwas carried out at theRutherfordAppleton

Laboratory (RAL), employing the petawatt (PW) beam line
of the Vulcan laser system operating in the optical parametric
chirped pulse amplification mode (OPCPA). The main PW
beam (wavelength ∼1.06 μm, pulse duration ∼0.6 ps) was
split into two separate beams OPCPA1 and OPCPA2. A
sketch of the beams’ focusing and targets’ arrangements is
shown in Fig. 1(a). OPCPA1 (energy ∼15–20 J, intensity
∼3.5 × 1019 Wcm−2) was focused onto dielectric foam
targets to induce a fast electron current in the target bulk.
OPCPA2 (energy ∼240–340 J, intensity ∼1020 Wcm−2)
was focused onto 25 μm thick gold foils to accelerate a
broad energy spectrum proton beam (PB) (with typical
maximum energies ∼30 MeV) via target normal sheath
acceleration (TNSA). The proton beamwas used as a charged
particle probe in a point-projection imaging, differential time-
of-flight arrangement to map the electromagnetic fields
generated inside the foams [44–46,49]. A multilayer stack
of radiochromic films (RCFs) was used as particle detector
[44–46,49]. The spectral selection properties of the RCF
stack, coupled with the broad spectral content of the TNSA

beam and with the differential time-of-flight arrangement,
provided intrinsic temporal multiframe capabilities within a
single laser shot [44,46,49].
Trimethylolpropane triacrylate (TMPTA, chemical

formula C15H20O6) foams with densities ranging from
20 mgcc−1 to 200 mg cc−1 and made of pure TMPTA or
doped with different percentages of Br or Cl were tested to
find the best observational conditions, which corresponded
to the midrange density (50mgcc−1 to 100 mg cc−1)
undoped foams. Each foam consisted of a 300 μm thick,
ð1.5–2Þ mm diameter half-disk. The irradiated foam surface
was covered with a ∼75 nm thick gold coating to avoid
transparency to the laser light prior to ionization. The
advantage of using foam targets is multifold. First, given
the large resistivity expected in dielectric materials, plastic
foams are ideal candidates to investigate the generation
of resistive fields [27]. Second, in comparison with solid
density materials, the use of foams reduces the integrated
areal density seen by the protons probing through the target,
hence limiting the loss of spatial resolution due to random
multiple scattering by the target material. This is a crucial
requirement in order to be able to observe fine structures,
such as for instance those resulting from filamentation of the
electron currents. To further reduce scattering effects we
maximized the proton energies by using the higher intensity
beam OPCPA2 for proton acceleration. Meanwhile, irradi-
ating the foam with the lower intensity beam OPCPA1

limited contamination of the RCFs by spurious radiation and
particles emitted from the foam.
Typical proton images and proton density lineouts of a

laser-irradiated foam are shown in Figs. 1(b)–1(f). In the
proton images zones with a darker (lighter) color corre-
spond to regions of accumulation (depletion) of the probing
protons, and proton density modulations δnp=np0 (where
δnp ¼ np − np0, with np and np0 being the modulated and

FIG. 1. (a) Sketch of the targets’ and beams’ arrangement. (b)–(f) Typical experimental proton images of an irradiated 100 mg cc−1

undoped TMPTA foam and corresponding proton density modulation lineouts along YL1. All temporal frames were acquired in the same
laser shot and probing times refer to the peak of the OPCPA1 laser pulse. In (e) black arrows indicate the lateral lobes of proton
accumulation and red arrows indicate the modulations associated with beam filamentation.
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the background proton densities, respectively) reflect mod-
ulations in the amplitudes of the electromagnetic fields
associated with the propagation of currents in the foam (see
Refs. [47,51,52] and analysis below). The evolution of the
main features observed in the proton images is as follows.
Upon laser irradiation, two lobes of increased proton
density diverging from the laser focal spot position are
observed to form [Figs. 1(b)–1(f), indicated by black
arrows in 1(e)]. The two lobes begin to form typically
few picoseconds before the peak of the laser pulse,
indicating that electron injection is already initiated by
the raising edge of the pulse. At later probing times,
filamented structures are observed to develop within the
region delimited by the two lateral lobes [Figs. 1(b)–1(f),
indicated by red arrows in (e)]. The amplitudes of the
proton density modulations are observed to grow in time,
eventually reaching maximum values over ∼ picosecond(s)
timescales.
For our target and irradiation parameters, it is expected

that the injection of fast electrons into the target by the laser
pulse will be balanced by the generation of a resistive return
current [13,14,16–29]. To model these conditions, simu-
lations were performed with the hybrid code ZEPHYROS

[42,43], largely based on the methods established by
Davies [14,16]. The code treats fast electrons with par-
ticle-in-cell methods and the background plasma with a
fluid approach, modeling resistive field generation
[E ¼ ηjr, ∂B=∂t ¼ −∇ × ðηjrÞ] and drag or scattering
of the fast electrons by the background [41]. Specific heat
capacity and ionization of the background are described
within a Thomas-Fermi model, while the local resistivity is
calculated according to a model based on that of Lee and
More [56]. Notably, the use of an hybrid code allowed
performing 3D simulations over spatial and temporal scales
comparable to the experimental ones and at target densities
matching the experiment. In the simulations the back-
ground mass density was chosen equal to the foam density
of 100 mg cc−1. Electron injection modeled electron accel-
eration from a laser beam with a FWHM focal spot radius
of 5 μm, an intensity of 3.5 × 1019 Wcm−2 and a pulse
duration of 0.6 ps. The fast electron energy distribution
was taken to be exponential, with an electron temperature
kBTe ∼ 2 MeV as given by ponderomotive scaling [57,58].
A fast electron current je0 ∼ 4.5 × 1016 Am−2 at the
injection point was estimated from energy conservation,
assuming a laser to fast electron conversion efficiency of
30%. Several runs were performed varying the beam
angular distribution (top-flat, Gaussian, and Airy distribu-
tions with different divergence angles were tested).
In the simulations, the fast electron current je is observed

to propagate as a conical beam diverging from the injection
point, driving a return current jr ≃ −je. Electron propaga-
tion is accompanied by the fast growth of large amplitude
electric and magnetic fields via a resistive mechanism.
An electric field directed along the direction of the return

current flow fills the whole conical beam [Figs. 2(a)
and 2(b)], while an azimuthal magnetic field looping around
the beam grows at the edge of the cone [Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)].
Both field distributions exhibit smooth gradients in the
direction of the current flow due to the longitudinal spread-
ing of the beam, while they have sharp descending gradients
in the transverse direction at the edge of the beam. At the
later simulation times the beam undergoes filamentation
[Figs. 2(b) and 2(d)]. Each filament is characterized by a
transverse (with respect to the local current direction)
modulation of the electric field amplitude and by a magnetic
field looping around the filament. We verified that varying
the injected beam parameters within the experimental
uncertainties, or choosing different beam angular distribu-
tions, does not change the order of magnitude and main
topology of the fields. We also verified that the inclusion of
magnetic field generation via Biermann battery only pro-
vides a minor contribution (few %) in comparison to the
resistive mechanism.
Based on the simulation results we can infer that the

electric field is expected to be directed mainly along the
current flow direction (see also Refs. [35,40]), and should
not contribute significantly to the transverse modulations
observed in the experiment. These can therefore be mainly
related to particle deflections by the magnetic field. On this
ground, following Refs. [47,51,52], we have δnp=np0 ≃
−ðeL=2EpMÞ∇⊥0 ·

R ðvp ×BÞ⊥dz (where e is the elemen-
tary charge, L the foam to RCF distance, Ep the proton
energy, M the projection magnification, and vp the proton
velocity). The magnetic field and net current distributions
in one of the lateral lobes and in a filament, as approx-
imatively reconstructed from the RCF lineouts using
this relation, are shown in Figs. 3(a)–3(d). Inspection of
Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) shows that the lateral lobes observed in

FIG. 2. [(a), (b)] electric field Ex and [(c), (d)] magnetic field Bz
distributions from ZEPHYROS simulations. In [(c), (d)] red (blue)
color indicates a field exiting (entering) the page and normal to it.
(e) Theoretical growth rates for the resistivity (R) and Weibel (W)
instabilities (for 0.02 MeV ≤ T⊥ ≤ 0.2 MeV) and for the ion-
ization (I) instability (for background ionization potentials
5 eV ≤ Ia ≤ 15 eV). Scatter points ðk;ΓÞ ¼ ð2π=λf; 1=τfÞ are
the filamentation growth rates inferred from the experimental data
and the red dash-dot line is their best R fit (corresponding to
T⊥ ∼ 0.15 MeV).
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the proton images are associated with a magnetic field
peaked at the edge of the electron beam, where a nonzero
net current develops as a result of a local imbalance
between the fast and return currents. Similar field and
current distributions are also found in the filaments
[Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)]. Both in the lateral lobes and in the
filaments the field initially grows exponentially, until it
eventually reaches a saturation level [Figs. 3(e) and 3(f)].
Specifically, in the filaments typical growth times
τf ∼ ð0.5–1Þ ps are found for filamentation wavelengths
λf ∼ ð50–100Þ μm.
To move beyond the approximations used in the

deconvolution of the proton density lineouts, and to
obtain global maps of the electromagnetic fields and
net currents, we compared the experimental proton
density modulations with those obtained from particle
tracing simulations (PTs) carried out with the 3D code
qTrace [47]. In PTs the deflections of protons when
crossing a time-dependent field distribution, reproducing
the main topology and temporal evolution of the fields
from ZEPHYROS simulations, were computed numerically
to generate synthetic proton images [47,52,55]. Proton
scattering by the foam material was additionally modeled
via an extended Highland formula [59–61]. Detailed
matching between the synthetic [Figs. 4(a)–4(d)] and
experimental proton images was found for peak magnetic
fields at saturation of∼ð140–160Þ T in the lateral lobes and
of ∼ð20–60Þ T in the filaments [Fig. 4(f); see Fig. 4(g) for
the corresponding net current density]. PTs confirm that
the modulations observed in the proton images are mainly
determined by the magnetic field, while the electric field

[shown in Fig. 4(e)] gives only a minor contribution.
Specifically, the magnetic field delimiting the electron
beam accumulates the probe protons at the edge of the
beam image, producing the observed lateral lobes. The
lobes’ angular separation ∼ð35°–45°Þ thus provides an
estimation of the beam divergence [see Fig. 1(e)].
We further investigated the mechanism responsible for

the beam filamentation observed in the experiment.
Resistivity [32,62,63], ionization [63,64], and Weibel
[65–67] instabilities are typically invoked to explain the
filamentation of fast currents observed experimentally
[23–27]. In physical terms resistive filamentation occurs
because any transverse perturbation in the current density
will resistively grow a magnetic field that drives fast
electrons into the perturbation. As this increases the local
current density, a positive feedback is created. The growth
rate Γ for resistive filamentation (including magnetic field
diffusion and thermal effects) can be described by a
cubic dispersion relation Γ3 þ aΓ2 þ bΓþ c ¼ 0, where
a ¼ k2η=μ0, b ¼ k2T⊥=γeme and c ¼ ðk4ηT⊥=μ0γemeÞ −
ðk2j2eη=γmeneÞ [32,62]. Here k is the transverse wave
number of the instability, η is the background resistivity,
and the fast electron beam is characterized by a current
density je, electron density ne, Lorentz factor γe, and
transverse temperature T⊥ (in eV). In our case, from
geometrical considerations and comparison with the
hybrid simulations, we can estimate at the filaments’
location ne ∼ 1019 cm−3, je ∼ 5 × 1014 Am−2, γe ∼ 5,
T⊥ ∼ ð0.01–0.1ÞTe ∼ ð0.02–0.2Þ MeV and η ∼ 10−6 Ωm.
Correspondingly, the maximum growth rates occur for
instability wavelengths λres ¼ 2π=k ∼ ð5–70Þ μm with
growth times τres ∼ ð0.15–1.3Þ ps [Fig. 2(e)], which com-
pares well with the experimentally measured filaments’ size
and growth times. By contrast a similar estimation predicts

FIG. 3. Magnetic field Bz and net current density Jx for three
probing times (in ps over the plots), [(a), (b)] in one of the lateral
lobes and [(c), (d)] in a filament. Spatially averaged quantities are
in black and Abel-inverted profiles in red. Normalized peak
magnetic fields versus probing time (e) for the lateral lobe and (f)
for the filament. Scatter points are the experimental data, black
dash-dot lines are fits with logistic functions and the red dash line
in (f) is an exponential fit ∝ et=τf .

FIG. 4. (a)–(d) Synthetic proton images from qTrace simula-
tions. Slice maps of (e) the electric Ex, (f) the magnetic field Bz
and (g) the net current density Jx at saturation. In (f) red (blue)
color indicates a field exiting (entering) the page and normal to it.
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wavelengths λWeibel ∼ ð5–15Þ μm with faster growth times
τWeibel ∼ 15 fs for the Weibel mode [66,67], while for
growth rates comparable to our observations smaller
∼μm size filaments are predicted for the ionization insta-
bility [29,63,64]. In a likely scenario the Weibel and
ionization instabilities may provide an initial seed for the
beam filamentation, until eventually the resistive mode
becomes the dominant mechanism.
In conclusion we obtained a detailed experimental

characterization of the electromagnetic fields and of the
net currents associated with fast electron propagation in
near solid-density media. Comparisons with hybrid simu-
lations and estimations of instability growth rates indicate
that, for our experimental conditions, resistive effects are
likely to provide a major contribution to field generation
and beam filamentation. Our results should be stimulating
for further investigations and provide valuable data for
comparison with existing theoretical and computational
models.
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